
Using Scratch to explore turtle geometry

 Simple  
 Shapes

We show you how to use some simple Scratch 

concepts to create shapes and patterns.  

By Michael Badger

the scripts, you will notice that each script 
uses a repeat loop to move a little and turn a 
little. Each new turn and movement occurs 
from the sprite’s current position. To draw a 
square, you turn the sprite 90 degrees a total 
of four times. A circle can be made by turn-
ing in one degree increments 360 times. The 
triangle makes three 120-degree turns, and 
the octagon makes eight 45-degree turns.

As you probably noted, when you multiply 
the value in the repeat () block by the value 
in the move () steps block, you get a value 
of 360, which is a circle. The value in the re-
peat () block becomes the number of sides 
in the shape. If you wanted to draw a shape 
with a certain number of sides, you can find 
the angle required by dividing 360 by the 
number of sides. Note that you’re moving 

In his book Mindstorms, Seymour 
Papert discussed the idea of turtle 
geometry as a computational 
style of geometry that enabled 

students to move a robot turtle around 
the floor using the LOGO program-
ming language. Both Papert and LOGO 

have inspired the modern-day Scratch. 
Although I won’t be moving a turtle 

around the floor, the concepts introduced 
in Mindstorms will inspire my sample proj-
ects. By exploring the patterns and circles in 
the following examples, several fundamental 
ideas can be learned, including repetition, 
angles, and changing variables.

For this exercise, I’ll use a simple but pow-
erful idea: If you instruct a sprite to turn a lit-
tle and move a little, you create a curved line. 
To create a circle, the sprite needs to keep 
turning and moving until it makes a com-
plete turn. Repeating the circle in a con-
trolled way creates patterns.

Using these basic mathematical concepts to 
experiment with shapes is fun, but the ideas 
can also be applied to your larger Scratch 
projects in several ways. For example, drawing 
patterns might provide a nice graphical transi-
tion between game levels, or you can use 
what you learn about angles to move an 
enemy in a specific way in your game.

Basic shapes
Listing 1 shows four scripts that draw the 
basic shapes of square, circle, triangle, and 
octagon. These scripts form the foundation 
of the drawing projects, and as you examine 

Listing 1: Clockwise from top left: 
circle, square, octagon, triangle.
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the sprite based on the outside angle of the 
shape. The triangle in Listing 1, for example, 
would have internal angles of 60 degrees.

Another feature of these scripts is that 
when each shape is drawn, the sprite ends in 
the same position and faces the same direc-
tion in which it started. In a new Scratch 
project, the default sprite position is (0,0) 
and the direction is facing right.

Drawing an OctagOn
Now, I’ll show what patterns you can create 
by drawing several octagons of increasing 
sizes. Listing 2 shows the first script, which 
in the first several blocks initialize the draw-
ing to some starting values and starts by hid-
ing the sprite. The script is using two vari-
ables: pattern # and steps. The pattern # 
variable refers to the number of times to rep-
licate the entire pattern. The value in the 
steps variable controls how far the sprite 
moves, which is synonymous with the length 
of the side of the octagon.

The next several blocks initialize the pen 
tool. The set pen size to (5) block offers a 
point of experimentation that I won’t do 
much with, but often you can affect your 
pattern by changing the width of the line. 
The pen up block ensures the sprite doesn’t 
draw as it repositions itself. This step will be 
helpful as you try to create new patterns, be-
cause when you reset the sprite’s starting po-
sition to the center of the stage, it won’t in-

advertently draw on the stage. The clear 
block does just what it says and removes the 
current drawing.

The final piece of initialization is to set the 
sprite’s position and direction. Direction is 
set to a starting value of 180. In Scratch, that 
means the sprite is facing down.

The drawing starts with the first re-
peat (8) block. This loop controls how 
many octagons the script will draw. The 
inner repeat (8) block creates one octagon 
based on the script seen in Listing 1. In this 
implementation, you’re multiplying steps by 
9, which allows each octagon to be bigger 
than the one before it. The result of Listing 
2 can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows the next step in this proj-
ect, and by looking at the pattern, you can 
guess that the octagon pattern is repeated 
four times. The overlapping lines create an 
entirely new diamond pattern in the center of 
the stage. Now, the image is starting to look 
interesting.

Listing 3 shows the new scripts. I broke the 
script into two parts to coordinate the draw-
ing with a broadcast message. The nested 
repeat (8) loops created in Listing 2 have 
been moved to their own stack and topped 
with a when I receive (draw octagon) block. 
I added a new repeat (pattern #) block to 
the when (o) key pressed stack. This loop 
controls how many times the script will du-
plicate the octagon pattern.

The value in the pattern # variable is used 
to calculate the number of degrees to turn by 
dividing 360 by pattern #. This ensures that 
the pattern is evenly distributed as it turns a 
circle. Without the turn (360/pattern #) 

Listing 2: Drawing Octagons

Listing 3: New Scripts

Figure 1: Octagons increasing in size.

Figure 2: Repeated and overlapping 

octagons.
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uncheck the size block if you still have it dis-
played.

Right-click on pattern # stage monitor and 
choose slider from the menu options. This 
will change the view of the stage monitor 
and will include a slider, as seen in Figure 3. 
This simple user interface allows you do 
some experimenting without editing your 
scripts directly. Use the slider to set the pat-
tern # and press the o key to draw it.

You can control the values that can be en-
tered via the slider control by right-clicking 
on the slider and choosing the set min max 
option. In the dialog box that appears, enter 
the minimum and maximum values that you 
want someone to be able to enter via the 
slider. I chose 1 and 50 for my min and max 
values.

You will need to remove the set (pat-
tern #) to (4) block in the initialization part 
of the when (o) key pressed stack. Otherwise, 
it will undo the value you set with the slider.

MOre OctagOn patterns
Figure 3 shows a pattern that was drawn 
with the script in Listing 3 by changing three 
block values. One of the changes was pat-
tern #. Your challenge is to find the other 
two values and to observe your trial and 
error carefully. You never know what your 
mistakes might inspire. You can create new 
variables and slider controls to make enter-
ing new values easier.

FlOwer challenge
Figure 4 shows the progression of a flower 
starting with a single petal and finishing 
with a multipetal flower with a stem. The 
octagon project includes all the basic con-
cepts you need to solve this problem, one 
petal at a time. Here are a couple of hints to 
get you started. In my solution, I drew a 
flower with two layers of four petals, and I 
started by drawing the individual petal 
using quarter circles. You can download my 
solution online [1].

Happy Scratchin’.  ● ● ●

degrees block, the pattern would retrace its 
original path, and the result would look like 
Figure 1 regardless of the number of times 
the pattern repeated.

The broadcast (draw octagon) and wait 
block plays an important role in the script 
because it ensures the script attached to the 
when I receive (draw octagon) block fin-
ishes before repeating the pattern. If you 
were to use the broadcast (draw octagon) 
block, the script would finish before drawing 
all the octagon patterns, and the resulting 
pattern would look like Figure 1.

At the end of the when I receive (draw 
octagon) stack, the set (size) to (1) com-
mand resets the length of the side so that the 
pattern stays symmetrical all the way around 
the circle. If you do not reset the size vari-
able, the sides of the octagons will grow and 
exceed the Scratch stage.

Making prOceDures in 
scratch 1.4
Scratch 1.4 does not support procedures or 
methods. However, the use of the broadcast 
message in Listing 3 provides a workaround. 
One reason to use a procedure is to consoli-
date commonly used code into a single in-
stance, which is exactly what the broadcast 
allowed me to do with the script.

The current script runs the draw octagon 
broadcast four times. Without the broadcast 
message, you would have to duplicate the 
blocks for the octagon pattern four times. Re-
peating the entire pattern six times would be 
a lot of extra blocks and would create an un-
wieldy script. As it stands now, you can hap-
pily repeat the pattern 2, 4, 10, or more times 
with only one code edit, which avoids a lot 
of duplication.

The broadcast message approach to proce-
dures does have some limitations. Broadcasts 
can’t accept inputs and the when I receive () 
stack has to finish before it can be called 
again, which is why the script in Listing 3 
requires the broadcast () and wait block.

aDDing sliDer cOntrOls 
tO create a user 
interFace
When you create a variable, Scratch enables 
a stage monitor that displays the variable’s 
value on the screen. If you look in the Data 
palette, you’ll see the oval reporter blocks 
with check boxes next to them. If the block is 
checked, the stage monitor displays.

For the next step in the exercise, you can 
show the pattern # stage monitor by check-
ing the box next to the block name. You can 

Figure 3: A slider interface to change 

the pattern # variable. The pattern 

in the figure is created by changing 

pattern # and two other values. 

Can you find two other values.

Figure 4: Flower progression.

[1]  Scratchguide.com:  
http://  www.  scratchguide. 
 com/  ?  attachment_id=461
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techniques for better:
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